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Effective user security awareness campaign can greatly enhance the information assurance posture of an organization. Information security includes organizational aspects, legal aspects, institutionalization and applications of best practices in addition to security technologies. User awareness represents a significant challenge in the security domain, with the human factor ultimately being the element that is exploited in a variety of attack scenarios. Information security awareness program is a critical component in any organizations strategy. In contrast to other information security awareness work which mostly explains methods and techniques for raising information security awareness; this paper discusses and evaluates the effectiveness of different information security awareness tools and techniques on the basis of psychological theories and models. Finally, it describes how to measure information security awareness in an organization.
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INTRODUCTION

Information is one of the resources that an organization is heavily dependent on. If the critical information of an organization is compromised, the organization can suffer serious consequences, that is, in the form of loss of income, loss of customers’ trust and maybe legal action etc. Therefore, information should be protected and secured.

Information security awareness is about guaranteeing that all employees are aware of the rules and regulations regarding securing the information within organization. Information security awareness should therefore form an integral part of any organizations’ overall information security management plan.

Many organizations use readymade information security awareness tools developed by some of the international information security companies, whereas some organizations make their own awareness tools according to the needs of the organization.

By implementing information security awareness program, it is not guaranteed that every audience have understood and obeyed the guidelines, therefore, it is necessary to measure how much a particular method is effective in fulfilling its purpose.

Related work

Kruger and Kearney (2006) developed a prototype model for measuring information security awareness in an international gold mining company. They measured the effectiveness of information security awareness program on the basis of knowledge, attitude and behavior. However, their research lacks the study of the underlying theory of the model.

Hagen et al. (2008) conducted research by analyzing answers of research question from 87 information security managers in Norwegian organizations. Albrechtsen and Hovden (2010) described ‘information security dialogue’ as an effective tool for increasing awareness, however, the study lacks the fact that how effective is

Abbreviations: KAB, knowledge-attitude-behaviour; TPB, theory of planned behavior; TRA, theory of reasoned action; CBT, computer-based training.
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 In order to increase awareness level, knowledge should be given to the audience as stated by Forcht, education is necessary for increasing user’s ethical awareness (Forcht 1988). In addition, for the protection of critical information assets security education campaign helps changing manager’s and employee’s attitude and behavior (Wilson and Hash, 2003).

 Although research has been done in the area of information security awareness, however the literature lacks the study on the effectiveness of information security awareness methods on the basis of psychological theories and does not describe the underlying theory of these methods. Psychology is the science of mind and behavior. Social psychology has been used for many years for research in the area of education, learning and human behavior. In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of each tool and technique on the basis of our proposed model which is the integration of knowledge-attitude-behaviour (KAB) model (Baranowski et al., 2003) and theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).

 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

 Information security awareness can be defined as the individual’s passive involvement and increased interest towards certain issues and it is considered one of the key components of consciousness-raising the other being action (Namjoo et al., 2008). According to information security forum (2003), information security awareness can be defined as the extent to which every member of staff understands the importance of information security, the levels of information security appropriate to the organization, their individual security responsibilities, and acts accordingly. Different researchers have defined information security awareness; however, this study is based on the definition done by Information Security Forum (2003).

 Many information security awareness interventions are based on KAB model which mainly focuses on the knowledge aspect of the human being (Kruger and Kearney, 2006; Baranowski et al., 2003). According to KAB model, as knowledge accumulates in a relevant behavior, for example, information security, health, environment, education etc., changes in attitude are initiated. It basically explains the role of knowledge in the behavior change and the accumulation of knowledge. Such accumulation of knowledge in KAB model leads to change in attitude and finally behavioral change. Research in healthcare (Baranowski et al., 2003) and environmental awareness (Newbould and Furnell, 2009) shows that knowledge can be integrated in other conceptual framework in order to understand the process of change, but increase in knowledge is not the ultimate factor of change in behavior. It means that more than one variable affect behavior. Thus, the KAB model, by itself is not sufficient to bring change in attitude and behavior for long term. In order to understand the change in attitude and behavior and how a change in attitude leads to change in behavior we borrow the support of the theory of reasoned action (TRA) or TPB (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). This theory explains relation between attitude and behavior and includes both the direct attitude-behavior path as well as an indirect attitude-intention-behavior path (Farrior, 2005; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).According to the theory of planned behavior, the change in behavior depends on the intention of the person. There are two factors that influence intention. One factor is attitude and the other is subjective norms (Farrior 2005). So the level of intention towards an action will be higher if the person has a more positive attitude and more of a subjective norm towards the behavior. The attitude is what the person likes or dislikes whereas subjective norm is the person’s belief what people think about him should be done. These two factors together cause intention which leads to change in behavior. To evaluate the effectiveness of information security awareness interventions, we propose a five step stair model. These steps are knowledge, attitude, normative belief, intention and behavior, where knowledge is considered as the foundation pillar of the model. Our proposed model takes the knowledge attribute from the KAB model, attitude and social norms from the theory of planned behavior to achieve the desired change in behavior. Table 1 lists three information security methods from formal and four from informal instruction methods (Hubbard, 2003) and shows their respective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No.</th>
<th>Tool and technique</th>
<th>Component of knowledge</th>
<th>Component of attitude change</th>
<th>Component of subjective norms</th>
<th>Component of Intention</th>
<th>Change in behavior</th>
<th>Overall effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Education presentation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Email messaging</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Group discussion</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Newsletters</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Video games</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Information security awareness methods effectiveness.
Effectiveness in the form of 5 points Likert scale, where 5 being most effective and 1 being less effective. In Table 1 the tick or ‘x’ mark below each component indicates its presence or absence in the respective information security awareness campaign. The overall effectiveness of a campaign method can be found by counting the number of tick marks in the respective campaign method. The more an information security awareness method contains elements from the model, the more it will be considered effective in raising the awareness level.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF INFORMATION SECURITY AWARENESS TOOLS**

As we have formulated how to measure the effectiveness of information security awareness methods, now we will find out the effectiveness of the following methods:

1) Educational presentation
2) E-mail messaging
3) Group discussions
4) Newsletter articles
5) Video games
6) Computer-based training (CBT)
7) Posters

**Educational presentation**

Behavior change objectives refer to intended changes in audience's actual behavior. Campaigns and behavior change objectives, together contribute to the overall program objective which refers to awareness. Education is often seen as the key to changing behavior. Different types of awareness campaigns are based on different psychological theories that focus on different aspects of human psychology. Usually the education campaigns target the knowledge aspect of the human and it ignores the motive behind the human behavior. Knowledge is not the motive for the human information security behavior; however, the lack of knowledge is a barrier in developing a desired behavior. In educational information security awareness campaigns, information is provided to the audience. Therefore these campaigns are mere the source of transfer of information and knowledge from the presenter to the audience. For example, information security awareness presentations provide information regarding password management, email management, virus protection, and organization’s information security policies.

Although this is very useful information but increase in information does not lead to a change in behavior and awareness. Social norms which are more effective in causing intention are missing in presentation. In addition, these campaigns are cheap, but boring and ineffective. Now comparing the components of presentation with our proposed model (Figure 1), it is clear that information security awareness presentations are more informative and provides more knowledge, therefore they can change the attitude but due to the missing component of subjective norms the component of intention of the audience remains unchanged. Therefore the overall effectiveness of information security awareness presentation is 4 points as shown in Table 1.

**E-mail messaging**

One type of campaign for information security awareness is email messaging. These messages disseminate useful information regarding phishing, social engineering, password management and information security incidents. This method is effective in providing security related related information and hence increases information security knowledge of the recipient. However, reading email message does not mean the message has been understood and internalized. Therefore, this method is insufficient in
changing the attitude of the employee as this is one way communication and may not catch the attention of the recipient.

Using E-mail messaging for information security awareness is good in providing information and knowledge. This method catches attention but cannot change the behavior therefore effectiveness stops on the second step of the model (Figure 1), that is, the overall effect of this method in raising information security awareness is only 3 points as shown in Table 1.

Group dialogue

One type of information security awareness intervention is an informal meeting in which there is no one way communication. In this meeting, about 15-20 individuals of an organization participate and the participants take full advantage of sharing knowledge and experience (Albrechsten and Hovden, 2010). Different information security key issues are picked one by one and discussed; all participants are given equal opportunity to explain his point of view. In addition, organization policy regarding information security is discussed.

Participants are asked to describe any information security incident happened with them and whether those incidents were reported. The consequences of such security incidents are discussed among the participants. Such strategy of discussing incidents in workshops is good to motivate the participants. This strategy is based on the theory of reasoned action, which changes intention by changing attitude and social norms. Group discussion involves participants in conversation that increases the information security related attention and intention of the participants (Albrechsten and Hovden, 2010). Group discussion and meetings are more of interactive type and hence more effective.

This approach has been found useful in increasing the awareness level by the use of knowledge, attention, attitude, social norms, motivation and behavioral strategies. This approach uses social norms and interaction that influence individual’s understanding of information security.

In addition, it is interactive and engages all the participants. Due to the ideal environment participants come to know about information security attitudes of each other and therefore increase their motivation to adopt positive information security behavior. This method of intervention accumulates all components of our proposed model (Figure 1) and therefore the overall effectiveness of information security group dialogue is 5 points (Table 1).

Articles in newsletters

Newsletter is a monthly or quarterly one to four pages information security report. These reports can be both in electronic or print format. They are distributed among the employees within organization and are designed with the aim to increase employee’s information security awareness. It has a company logo on it with the date on which the newsletter was issued. The newsletter discusses the new emerging threat, for example, newly discovered viruses, computer security incidents and useful guidelines to overcome such incidents. These newsletters are good in transferring information security knowledge. They are also very informative and knowledgeable material due to which they are good in changing attitude towards information security awareness.

However, it is not possible for the security managers to know whether the employees have read the newsletter and they have understood and internalized it or not. In addition, it does not have the component of subjective norms, due to which it cannot change the reader’s intention and so behavior. Therefore, the overall effectiveness of information security newsletters, according to our proposed model is only 2 points on a five-point Likert scale.

Video games

Some information security awareness researchers have proposed the use of video games to increase information security awareness (Newbould and Furnell 2009; Benjamin et al., 2006). This technique is also used by researchers in other domains to increase health (Baranowski et al., 2008; O’Connor et al., 2001) and environment risk awareness (http://triangleairawareness.org/p=55 and http://captain-daming.blogspot.com/2010/01/quit-smoking-with-help-of-video-games.html). It is claimed by the researchers that video game is a good technique in motivating player towards adapting the desired behavior as it catches the player’s attention and engages him. However, this method does not have a component of knowledge transfer unless the player has already gained the information security knowledge before starting the game. In addition, it is related to information security in general and does not specifically reflect the policy of the organization or organization’s related security issues. In our proposed model, knowledge is the foundation pillar for the increasing information security awareness and behavior.

Video games are more interactive and keep the player engaged. They are beneficial in changing attitude; however, they are not a very good source of knowledge. Due to which they lead to a very limited change in behavior therefore the overall effectiveness of video game on one’s information security awareness is only 2 points.

Computer-based training (CBT)

Computer based training has several advantages over conventional methods of information security awareness. CBT is available at all times to all employees within the organization and it is an effective method of information awareness.
security awareness training. The employees of the organization can acquire the desired training at their own pace. However, CBT requires more resources and do not reflect the organization’s policies. They are readymade. In addition this method lacks the benefit of interaction between instructor and audience and among the group of audience. Therefore, a social norm which is one of the components of our proposed model is missing in this method. Due to the missing component of social norms human’s information security intention and behavior does not change and therefore, the overall effectiveness of CBT is 2 (Table 1).

Posters

Posters are simple and effective reminders of information security that catches end user attention and reminds basic information security rules. Posters require fewer resources. Catchy slogans and attractive designs greatly contribute to the effectiveness of posters. In addition to the design and contents of the posters, location where the poster is displayed also attracts the attention of the viewer. Posters displayed in high traffic area are more likely catch the attention of the viewers.

However, relying on information security awareness posters alone is impractical as it is not possible to explain something on posters. In addition, a social norm which has a great contribution in raising awareness is missing in information security posters. Due to the missing component of social norms, intention cannot be changed and therefore, information security related behavior remains unchanged. Hence the overall effectiveness of posters is only 2 as shown in Table 1.

Comparative study of the effectiveness of information security awareness tools

Previously, the effectiveness of several information security awareness campaigns have been measured one by one based on our proposed model (Figure 1). The overall effectiveness of each of them is shown in Table 1. The most effective of them is information security related group discussion. It considers all components of the proposed model namely knowledge, attitude, social norms and intention. Information security awareness presentations are the second most effective method for increasing awareness as shown in Figure 2. E-mail messaging is the third effective method whereas newsletters, video games, CBT and posters are fourth effective methods for increasing information security awareness.

Information security awareness metrics

According to Wilson and Hash (2003) and Swanson et al. (2003), metrics is defined as tools to facilitate decision making, improve performance and accountability and help determine an organization’s information technology (IT) security awareness and training. Information security managers need methods to measure the information security awareness level of employees of their organization. A thorough literature review as failed to provide a universally accepted and validated measure of information security awareness. Here, we present the methods to measure the information security awareness.

Security related helpdesk calls

Information security awareness of employees can be measured by counting security related calls to helpdesk. However, the type of calls to the helpdesk varies and therefore every call to the helpdesk cannot be considered to measure awareness. For example if the calls are for resetting the password to unlock the account then this is due to the ignorance of the user. But if an employee or customer calls helpdesk for the advice regarding choosing password then it is counted in measuring information security awareness level. The more the number of such calls to helpdesk the more the level of information security awareness in the organization.

Accesses to unauthorized online services

Some organizations do not allow the use of certain online services which are not relevant to the organization’s business. With the use of automated tools it is possible to find out the number of attempts made to access those unauthorized services. Such measurement can be done monthly or quarterly, depending on the information security management policy of the organization.

Accesses to information security intranet pages

Many organizations create informative websites for the purpose of information security awareness training of the employees. Employees are instructed to visit those pages for the information security awareness training. The gradual increase in the number of hits to the website shows an increased interest of employees in information security awareness. The number of hits means the number of users being exposed to the information security awareness material. Therefore, the more is the number of hits, the higher will be the level of awareness.

Survey questionnaires based on knowledge

A survey based on information security questionnaire can be conducted within the organization among the employees. Unlike other types of measure this survey assesses, the knowledge of the employees about
information security which indirectly measures the information security awareness level. Such surveys include questions: How to make a strong password? Is it secure to open an e-mail from unknown sender? Is leaving the system unlocked safe? Or do you lock the system before leaving? Such type of survey has many advantages and gives a clear whether the employees have knowledge about information security. Thus an increase in the number of correct answers of the survey shows an increase in the level in information security awareness. Such survey can be conducted monthly or quarterly depending on the policy of the organization to measure the level of information security awareness within organization.

**Phishing e-mails**

It is beneficial to find out the number of phishing e-mails that have been opened by the employees of the organization. The number of phishing e-mails accessed shows the level of information security awareness. The more is the number of phishing e-mails accessed, the less the level of awareness. Information security conscious users will less likely access suspected phishing e-mails. Such information can be collected either by asking employees whether they have received any phishing e-mails in a specified period of time or using an automated tool.

**Security incident database**

Information security awareness can also be measured by counting the number of security incidents being reported. It also indicates the awareness of the user who knows the person to contact when an information security incident occurs. Therefore, increase in the number of reported incidents as compared to the number of unreported incidents shows the increase in the level of information security awareness.

In addition to the above strategies, the statistics of increase and decrease in the number of Trojan horse attacks and analysis of log files of intrusion detection system can assist in measuring the information security awareness.

Table 2 shows two columns, a metrics column and a unit column. Unit describes the unit of the corresponding metrics which has been discussed above one by one. The table helps in measuring the information security awareness in an organization if the above measures are considered.

### CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This research is a theoretical study of information security awareness based on the psychological theories of awareness and behavior. The study shows that psychological theories of education, learning, environmental and healthcare behavioral change can be used to make information security awareness methods more effective. It further clarifies that the aim of many information security campaigns is to increase information security knowledge. Many post-campaign surveys ask questions focusing mainly on the knowledge of the participant and do not assess user’s information security behavior. Answering questions correctly does not mean that the user is motivated to behave according to the knowledge they gained during the campaign. Information security awareness campaigns based on the proposed model have the ability to change user’s behavior and hence raise user’s information security awareness.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accesses to intranet</td>
<td>Hits/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accesses to unauthorized pages</td>
<td>Attempts/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey questionnaires based on knowledge</td>
<td>Average score of all employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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